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Sandbox Â² is a physics
based space simulation
game..Kie-Ota Kie-Ota

(also known as Keiōta or
Kieotto) was a king of
Japan during the late

Heian period and early
Kamakura period. He
succeeded his father
Mitsuyoshi and ruled

together with his younger
brother Minamoto no

Masashige. Biography Kie-
Ota was a son of

Mitsuyoshi and would
later succeed Mitsuyoshi's
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son, Minamoto no
Masashige on the throne.

He is also known as
Kamikie because he

married a daughter of
one Kamikura. His mother

was Fujiwara no To-shi.
He died on 13 November
1249 and was succeeded
by his brother, Minamoto
no Masashige. His wife

was a daughter of
Kamikura and the widow

of his brother. Kie-Ota
was the father of Emperor

Go-Fukakusa (Go-
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use { } in a function in
Flow language, a linter?
I've found a function on

Github used in Flow, and I
am unfamiliar with how to
use it. I understand how
to pass a variable inside
{}, but I am confused
about how to pass a
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function inside of {}. In
PHP, the function may be
written as: public function
foo(){ //some code } In JS,

it may be written as:
function foo() {} How to
make a similar syntax in

the Flow language? A: For
flow, functions can use

any of the common
syntax in it. function foo()

{} foo.fn function(a:
string) {} The function
body can't be a block,

though. The interpreter is
currently working on
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